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Coal, the nation's most abundant fossil fuel and the only one that is exported, represents one of our most valuable natural resources. This
study undertakes a thorough review of the economics of the Appalachian coal industry. It establishes, first of all, the international framework
within which the American and the Appalachian coal industry function. It next examines the underlying principles that govern the production of
and the demand for coal. This demand is influenced not only by price but also by world politics, the economic well-being of dozens of
countries, government regulation, and the availability of fuel substitutes. Included are a comprehensive treatment of the regulation of the
industry, the effects of coal utilization on air quality, land reclamation, safety, transport, and legislation pertaining to port use. In conclusion,
Harvey looks at the prospects for Appalachian coal, considering the impact of technologies such as fluidized bed combustion and coal-water
slurry and the issue of energy policy and fuel alternatives. The picture that emerges is not unexpected -- an industry whose recovery and
enduring health depend on resurgence of world and domestic economic activity, social and political stability, and government regulation.
Coal has been the world's fastest-growing energy source in absolute terms for over a decade. Coal also emits more CO2 than any other
fossil fuel and contributes to serious air pollution problems in many regions of the world. If we hope to satisfy the demand for affordable
energy in emerging economies while protecting the environment we need to develop a keen understanding of the market that supplies coal.
This book offers an in-depth analysis of the key producers and consumers that will most influence coal production, transport, and use in the
future. By exploring how countries such as China, India, Indonesia, Australia, and South Africa have developed their respective coal
industries - and how these industries link together through the international coal trade - experts shed light on how the global coal market may
evolve, and the economic and environmental implications. This book is the most comprehensive treatment of these topics to date and will
appeal to a wide readership, including scholars and practitioners working on energy economics and policy.
This book provides a succinct account of what may happen to the energy sector in the former Soviet Union in the medium- to long-run under
alternative scenarios for macroeconomic reform. The analyses reveal the serious damage of the oil resource base caused by the reckless
exploitation practices of the past. Production of oil and coal can recover only slowly from the doldrums of the early 1990s, but the potential to
expand gas output is very considerable. Energy consumption practices have been extremely wasteful in the past. The total savings potential
that could be accomplished as energy prices are allowed to rise, and incentives to economise on energy use are introduced, is huge. The
analysis of production, and consumption prospects is disaggregated by major republic. The likely evolution of FSU energy exports until 2005
is also explored, and the impact that changing export flows could have on the international prices of oil, coal and natural gas, is discussed in
detail.
This paper uses an econometric simulation model of world energy markets to project the competitive supply, demand, and prices for thermal
coal as a part of overall energy balance projections. Under the assumptions of moderate economic growth in the market-economy countries
and a pricing path for OPEC oil that remains relatively stable for the 80's but increases steadily in the 1990's, the market-economies' demand
for thermal coal is projected to increase. The share of coal in total energy consumption is expected to remain constant for the 1982-90 period
but increase slightly in the 1990's. Uncertainties of economic growth, nuclear power supplies, and price elasticities of fuel demand are also
shown to be the key elements that can substantially change the future of thermal coal. In view of the basically competitive structure of the
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world coal industry, it is reasonable to expect that, in the long term, the international coal prices will not increase beyond its long term costs of
supply.
This book is the first stocktaking of what the decarbonization of the world economy means for fossil fuel†“dependent countries. These
countries are the most exposed to the impacts of global climate policies and, at the same time, are often unprepared to manage them. They
depend on the export of oil, gas, or coal; the use of carbon-intensive infrastructure (for example, refineries, petrochemicals, and coal power
plants); or both. Fossil fuel†“dependent countries face financial, fiscal, and macro-structural risks from the transition of the global economy
away from carbon-intensive fuels and the value chains based on them. This book focuses on managing these transition risks and harnessing
related opportunities. Diversification and Cooperation in a Decarbonizing World identifies multiple strategies that fossil fuel†“dependent
countries can pursue to navigate the turbulent waters of a low-carbon transition. The policy and investment choices to be made in the next
decade will determine these countries’ degree of exposure and overall resilience. Abandoning their comfort zones and developing completely
new skills and capabilities in a time frame consistent with the Paris Agreement on climate change is a daunting challenge and requires longterm revenue visibility and consistent policy leadership. This book proposes a constructive framework for climate strategies for fossil
fuel†“dependent countries based on new approaches to diversification and international climate cooperation. Climate policy leaders share
responsibility for creating room for all countries to contribute to the goals of the Paris Agreement, taking into account the specific
vulnerabilities and opportunities each country faces.
This 1987 book looks in detail at the production and consumption trends, the pattern of international trade, the coal market in the major
regions, and at how public policy influenced the development of coal. It also examines the likely future trends, and draws conclusions for
policy towards coal.
This text looks at the future prospects for the British coal industry by investigating its historical role, and by examining it in the light of
contemporary world coal trade.
Economics of the International Coal TradeThe Renaissance of Steam CoalSpringer Science & Business Media
Coal will continue to provide a major portion of energy requirements in the United States for at least the next several decades. It is imperative
that accurate information describing the amount, location, and quality of the coal resources and reserves be available to fulfill energy needs. It
is also important that the United States extract its coal resources efficiently, safely, and in an environmentally responsible manner. A renewed
focus on federal support for coal-related research, coordinated across agencies and with the active participation of the states and industrial
sector, is a critical element for each of these requirements. Coal focuses on the research and development needs and priorities in the areas
of coal resource and reserve assessments, coal mining and processing, transportation of coal and coal products, and coal utilization.
This book is the 2nd edition of the Economics of the International Coal Trade. Coal is the single most important source of power on our planet
and today accounts for 40% of electricity generation and 30% of primary energy. The world’s appetite for energy is still far from being met.
Until 2050, an additional 6+ billion people will require accessto proper power. “Why Coal Continues to Power the World” introduces the
reader to the global coal business; its importance; its source; its global demand, supply and trade; its use; its environmental impact; and its
future. Despite recent price hikes, coal does not appear to be a popular subject today, which may explain the little attention it receives in the
scientific community. Since writing the first edition during the commodity super cycle in 2006–2008, the world has changed. How has this
impacted the global world of coal? This book is useful to energy economists, businessmen, politicians, university professors, high school
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teachers, students and anyone with an interest in how the world is powered. It is also helpful to anyone studying climate change and global
warming. This new edition of the book includes previously not covered special sections on:* Coal analysis and sampling with a special section
on moisture * A technical summary of all key coking coal characteristics in Appendix 2 * Coking coal, iron ore and the steel industry * Cement
and petcoke markets * Global gas markets and the shale gas revolution in the US * Nuclear energy and the history of the oil market *
Renewable energy and the German „Energiewende“ * Power plant technology and CO2 sequestration and processing * The role of CO2 and
why man-made CO2 does not cause global warming Apart from giving an in-depth overview of the global coal business, in this book the
author argues that coal is far from “dead”. Some of my key messages are contrary to popular beliefs: The importance of coal will further
increase in absolute and likely even in relative terms for decades to come. Man-made CO2 has no effect on global temperatures and
combustion of fossil fuels does not influence the weather. We cannot stop the advance of coal, we can only make this process as
environmentally sustainable as humanly possible. Therefore, mankind needs to embrace coal as the “bridge” from the Oil Age to the Solar
Age (through the “New Energy Revolution”). (4) Industrialized nations have to invest in coal and in all means to more efficiently burn coal in
order to truly help the global environment and reduce global dust, SOX, and NOX emissions.

Energy Economics: Science, Policy, and Economic Applications explains energy systems from an economics
perspective. Specifically, the author uses the tools of economics to analyze the development of modern energy systems,
the world's reliance on fossil fuels, and the components of a transition to cleaner energy resources. He also considers the
science and policy underlying important energy issues, especially with respect to nuclear energy and the climate crisis,
arguing that, without changes to the world's fossil fuel consumption patterns, an increase in demand for energy will
exacerbate environmental problems. This reality demonstrates the importance of the book's analysis of primary energy
sources, energy supply and demand, and energy systems. Energy matters are fundamental to our way of life; yet, when it
comes to energy economics, many people do not have a working vocabulary.
Coal mining is one of China’s largest industries, and provides an excellent case study through which to consider the
broader issues of China’s transition from socialism to capitalism, focussing on the shift to a market economy, the rise of
rural industry and the situation of China’s working class. Coal was one of the pillars of the planned economy but, the
author argues, its shift to market-based operations has been protracted and difficult, particularly in moving from the
artificially low prices of the planned economy to market prescribed prices - a change that had a major impact on the
industry’s financial performance. The book goes on to considers the growth of small rural coal mines as part of the
Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) programme; these small mines have brought prosperity to areas where small
manufacturing enterprises are not competitive, but at the same time have been the cause of many social and
environmental problems. It also examines the situation of coal miners - arguably one the most vulnerable segments of
the Chinese working class - under socialism and under capitalism, paying particular attention to the issue of work safety
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and coal mine disasters. The book provides a comprehensive and coherent treatment of these issues from the
establishment of the People’s Republic up to 2010.
This volume presents six new papers on environmental and energy economics and related policy issues. Robert Pindyck
provides a systematic overview of what is known, and remains unknown, about climate change, along with the
implications of uncertainty for climate policy. Shaikh Eskander, Sam Fankhauser, and Joana Setzer offer insights from a
comprehensive data set on climate change legislation and litigation across all countries of the world over the past thirty
years. Adele Morris, Noah Kaufman, and Siddhi Doshi shine a light on how expected trends in the coal industry will
create significant challenges for the local public finance of coal-reliant communities. Joseph Aldy and his collaborators
analyze the treatment of co-benefits in benefit-cost analyses of federal clean air regulations. Tatyana Deryugina and her
co-authors report on the geographic and socioeconomic heterogeneity in the benefits of reducing particulate matter air
pollution. Finally, Oliver Browne, Ludovica Gazze, and Michael Greenstone use detailed data on residential water
consumption to evaluate the relative impacts of conservation policies based on prices, restrictions, and public
persuasion.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) was given a mandate in the 1992 Energy Policy Act (EPACT) to pursue strategies
in coal technology that promote a more competitive economy, a cleaner environment, and increased energy security.
Coal evaluates DOE's performance and recommends priorities in updating its coal program and responding to EPACT.
This volume provides a picture of likely future coal use and associated technology requirements through the year 2040.
Based on near-, mid-, and long-term scenarios, the committee presents a framework for DOE to use in identifying R&D
strategies and in making detailed assessments of specific programs. Coal offers an overview of coal-related programs
and recent budget trends and explores principal issues in future U.S. and foreign coal use. The volume evaluates DOE
Fossil Energy R&D programs in such key areas as electric power generation and conversion of coal to clean fuels. Coal
will be important to energy policymakers, executives in the power industry and related trade associations, environmental
organizations, and researchers.
Mark Twain observed, “I'm in favour of progress; it's change I don't like.” Coal dominates Indian energy because it’s
available domestically and cheap (especially without a carbon tax). If the global focus is on the energy transition, how
does India ensure a just transition? Managing winners and losers will be the single largest challenge for India’s energy
policy. Coal is entrenched in a complex ecosystem. In some states, it’s amongst the largest contributors to state
budgets. The Indian Railways, India’s largest civilian employer, is afloat because it overcharges coal to offset underrecovery from passengers. Coal India Limited, the public sector miner that produces 85% of domestic coal, is the world’s
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largest coal miner. But despite enormous reserves, India imports about a quarter of consumption. On the flip side, coal
faces inevitable pressure from renewable energy, which is the cheapest option for new builds. However, there is
significant coal-based power capacity already in place, some of which is underutilized, or even stranded. Low per-capita
energy consumption means India must still grow its energy supply. Before India can phase out coal, it must first achieve
a plateau of coal. How this happens cost-effectively and with least resistance isn’t just a technical or economic question,
it depends on the political economy of coal and its alternatives. Some stakeholders want to kill coal. A wiser option may
be to first clean it up, instead of wishing it away. Across 18 chapters, drawing from leading experts in the field, we
examine all aspects of coal’s future in India. We find no easy answers, but attempt to combine the big picture with
details, bringing them together to offer a range of policy options.
This volume presents six new papers on environmental/energy economics and policy. Robert Stavins evaluates carbon taxes
versus a cap-and-trade mechanism for reducing greenhouse-gas emissions, arguing that specific design features of either
instrument can be more consequential than the choice of instrument itself. Lucas Davis and James Sallee show that the exemption
of electric vehicles from the gasoline tax is likely to be efficient as long as gasoline prices remain below social marginal costs, even
though it results in lower tax revenue. Caroline Flammer analyzes the rapidly growing market for green bonds and highlights the
importance of third-party certification to the financial and environmental performance of publically traded companies. Antonio
Bento, Mark Jacobsen, Christopher Knittel, and Arthur van Benthem develop a general framework for evaluating the costs and
benefits of fuel economy standards and use it to account for the differences between several recent studies of changes in these
standards. Nicholas Muller estimates a measure of output in the U.S. economy over the last 60 years that accounts for air pollution
damages, and shows that pollution effects are sizable, affect growth rates, and have diminished appreciably over time. Finally,
Marc Hafstead and Roberton Williams illustrate methods of accounting for employment effects when evaluating the costs and
benefits of environmental regulations.
This book analyzes the international seaborne steam coal trade and investigates resource economics and market structures of the
global coal market. It develops a model to analyze pricing structures which are based on the cost minimization principle.
The Economics and Politics of China’s Energy Security Transition clarifies China’s energy and foreign policies through a
comprehensive examination of energy sources, providing an insider’s unique perspective for assessing China’s energy policies.
China’s historic decline in coal consumption since 2013-2014 and a plateauing of its carbon dioxide emissions have given China
an unprecedented opportunity to decarbonize while growing its economy. In response to global questions about China’s
institutional, administrative, and political challenges and risks, this book provides the answers that everyone is asking. Provides a
rare assessment of China’s energy policies and reveals insights into the Chinese government Devotes attention to issues of
global energy governance and energy sanctions Includes data and reference content suitable for researchers in economics,
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sustainability, energy policy, geopolitics and political science
An international collection of twenty papers with three themes: energy demand, modelling energy supply and models of specific
markets.
The long-term future for coal looks bleak. The recent UN climate change conference in Paris called for an end to the use of fossil
fuels. However, coal remains one of the world’s most important sources of energy, fuelling more than 40% of electricity generation
worldwide, with many developing nations relying almost wholly on coal-fuelled electricity. Coal has been the fastest growing
energy source in recent years and is essential for many industrial activities, but the coal industry is hugely damaging for the
environment. A major driver in climate change and causing around 40% of the world’s carbon dioxide emissions, coal fuel comes
at a high environmental price. Furthermore, mining and air pollution kill thousands each year. A timely addition to the series, this
book critically reviews the role of coal in the 21st century, examining energy needs, usage and health implications. With case
studies and an examination of future developments and economics, this text provides an essential update on an environmental
topic the world cannot ignore.
As an essential component for economic growth, energy has a significant impact on the global economy. The need to meet growing energy
demand has prompted cutting-edge innovation in clean technology in an attempt to realise environmental and cost objectives, whilst ensuring
the security of energy supply. This Handbook offers a comprehensive review of the economics of energy, including contributions from a
distinguished array of international specialists. It provides a thorough discussion of the major research issues in this topical field of
economics. Themes addressed include the theory of energy supply, demand and policy, empirical modelling of energy demand, holistic
energy models, an analysis of coal, gas, electricity, oil and the markets within which they operate, and a discussion of the current key energy
policy issues. The topics of pricing, transmission, regulation, security, energy efficiency, new technologies and climate change are also
discussed. The International Handbook on the Economics of Energy presents a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art research
making it an indispensable reference for researchers, advanced students, practitioners and policy-makers alike.
Climate change makes fossil fuels unburnable, yet global coal production has almost doubled over the last 20 years. This book explores how
the world can stop mining coal - the most prolific source of greenhouse gas emissions. It documents efforts at halting coal production,
focusing specifically on how campaigners are trying to stop coal mining in India, Germany, and Australia. Through in-depth comparative
ethnography, it shows how local people are fighting to save their homes, livelihoods, and environments, creating new constituencies and
alliances for the transition from fossil fuels. The book relates these struggles to conflicts between global climate policy and the national coalindustrial complex. With coal's meaning transformed from an important asset to a threat, and the coal industry declining, it charts reasons for
continuing coal dependence, and how this can be overcome. It will provide a source of inspiration for energy transition for researchers in
environment, sustainability, and politics, as well as policymakers.
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